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Home Improvement
Restore your floor, upgrade your home
(NewsUSA) - Nothing refreshes a home like new,
high-quality flooring. The
right flooring can help add
style and warmth to a kitchen, infuse energy into a workout room, and lend an air of
professionalism to an office.
Now is the perfect time to
enhance your space with
new flooring as you welcome
more guests to your home,.
Some popular types to consider for your floor installation or replacement include
laminate and vinyl. Both are
attractive, cost-effective, and
easy to install. Here’s a quick
rundown to help you decide
which is best for you:
• Laminate: Several key features make laminate flooring
stand out from other types.
Laminate flooring is made
by taking an ultra-high-definition image of the mate-

rial, whether it is wood, tile,
or stone, and printing that
image within the plastic material of the flooring.
“Laminate flooring used to
have a reputation for being
slippery; however, modern
manufacturing methods
have enabled designers to
use slip-resistant material and increase the texture
gravure depth allowing for
better traction,” according to
HomeSolutionz, a licensed,
bonded, and insured flooring
company based in Phoenix.
Laminate flooring can be
used in any area of a home,
including kitchens, bathrooms, hallways, living
rooms, and even home workout rooms or art studios.
“Using Click and Lock
Technology at the seams,
new laminate flooring is designed to be easy to install,”

according to Home Solutionz
experts.
• Vinyl: Luxury vinyl plank
is an elegant and popular
flooring choice that has
the added benefit of being
easy to clean and care for,
a bonus for busy homes. A
skilled contractor will ensure
that the vinyl plank floor in
a home lasts as long as it
should.
High-traffic areas may require more frequent replacement but a reliable flooring
company can install a luxury
vinyl plank floor with seamless spot treatments or more
complete replacements when
needed to keep your home
looking fresh and appealing.
Visit homesolutionz.com to
learn more about the many
ways to refresh your home
with new or replacement
flooring.
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